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A promise is a promise!
And we never make a promise we cannot keep. 
But we do promise to offer guarantees on all 
our furniture restorations. So, you can rest easy 
knowing your furniture is in safe hands.

Our 10-year guarantee supports the total 

confidence we have in our craftsmanship.

OUR GUARANTEE

Richardson & Paige have always 
provided an excellent service whenever   
I have needed furniture upholstered, the 
work is outstanding and the attention to 
detail is excellent. I would not hesitate 
in recommending Richardson & Paige 
to anyone requiring a professional 

service and excellent end results.

Lady Lansdowne - Bowood House, Wiltshire.

“
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WELCOME

I have been learning my craft as an upholsterer since 
the age of eight years old, when I worked alongside 
my Grandfather, he taught me how to be patient, 
passionate and love my craft. Along my journey I 
met Nikki Paige who complimented me with her 
soft furnishings skills and attention to detail. Today, 
craftsmanship, passion, pride, and promise are the 
heart and soul of what we do.

Keeping your furniture in good condition is one of the many responsibilities that 
come with managing a hotel or public space. You need to create an atmosphere 
of comfort, relaxation and luxury for you and your guests from sofas, chairs 
and footstools to headboards, curtains, and soft furnishings. Put simply, quality 
décor means higher room rates and more repeat business.

Priding ourselves on our in-depth product knowledge and sound advice, we 
believe our experience is invaluable in helping you achieve maximum customer 

satisfaction for you, your clients and guests.

We have a great team of passionate people, who are:

•  Qualified enough to offer a bespoke, traditional, specialist upholstery service

•  Experienced enough to ‘feel’ your furniture and listen to what it needs

•  Talented enough to put that feeling into action through their craft

•  Committed enough to not stop till the restoration is 100% perfect

All led by me, so you can be confident the Richardson & Paige team will deliver 
deliver your work on time with our 100% satisfaction guarantee.

Robbie Richardson
Master Craftman & Founder
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For the last ten years we have been giving all our private,    
hotel & commercial upholstery work to Richardson and 
Paige. As a lot of our interior design work is for private    
clients, we find that Richardson and Paige are able to             
provide us with a totally professional, and individual 
bespoke service for each piece of furniture we give them. 
We are able to discuss each project with them, and we do 
like their advice on what can be achieved with the furniture 
we wish to have upholstered, and the fabrics we wish to use 
as to suitability etc. We have always received top class work 
from them, and the most important aspect is that our 

clients are always delighted with the results. 

Carole Roberts - No. Twelve Queen Street Limited, Bath

“
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WHO WE ARE



HOW WE WORK WITH YOU

We like to be involved at an early stage in your process to help you with your 
project needs and become part of your renovation team and we will assign one 
point of contact to you.
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Initial consultation with you or your interior designer to understand 
your project requirements and timescales.step

01

step
02 Attend site meeting to take accurate measurements and assess the 

furniture to be re-upholstered or recovered.

A detailed quote is sent to you for approval, once approved we sent 
a confirmation invoice with a request for 50% deposit, this will secure 
your job in the workshop schedule.step

04

step
05

We will collect all the furniture and materials needed to commence the 
work on time.step

06

step
07 A thorough quality check is carried out before your furniture or soft 

furnishing are wrapped ready for delivery back to you.

On an agreed date we will arrange delivery and install as agreed then 
follow up to confirm you are satisfied with the work.step

08

step
09 Final invoice sent to you along with care instructions and our ten-year 

guarantee.

Once the work is started in the workshop, our aim is for a 4-week turnaround, Once the work is started in the workshop, our aim is for a 4-week turnaround, 
though we can offer a Premier service for urgent completions.though we can offer a Premier service for urgent completions.

One member of our team will be your point of contact throughout your 
project we will manage the work internally to meet your deadlines.

Working with an extensive collection of fabric and trim suppliers we 
can help you with your fabric choice. We welcome showroom visits to 
guide you through the process.step

03



RECOVER & RE-UPHOLSTERY

You may have a clear vision of what you want your finished piece to look like or 

you may be finding it difficult to visualise what your piece of furniture could look like 

once restored.  Our aim is to make the re-upholstery and rebuild of your furniture 

an easy and enjoyable process for you. The first thing we do is to remove all top 

coverings and check the frame, repair any damages and French polish show wood 

if required.  Then, it is a look under the covers to see what work needs to be done 

to make the piece comfortable again, using traditional skills or modern methods 

depending on the age and style of the piece. Then it is onto the top fabric, quite 

often you will know what finished look you want and which fabric to use, if not 

we work with many fabric and trim suppliers and can work with you to guide you 

through the process.

We all love comfort and quality, so you will be glad to know our services include the 

re-upholstery of not only the outside of your furniture, but also the frames, springs, 

paddings and filling of any item.

Make your furniture both beautiful and functional once again with a full Make your furniture both beautiful and functional once again with a full 

re-upholstery re-upholstery service from Richardson & Paige. For a no obligation quote give service from Richardson & Paige. For a no obligation quote give 

us a call to discuss your project needs.us a call to discuss your project needs.
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Fibre stuffing continued. Edge stitching and second stuffing ties. Calico cover before top fabric.

LOVINGLY RESTORED...

Frame examination and repair, hand tied springs. Cane edge and blanket stitching. Bridle loops and first stuffing.

Seat hand tied springs. Seat bridle ties and more stuffing. Nearing completion...

Finished sofa.



 SKILFULLY MADE BY 
        OUR EXPERT TEAM...
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I just wanted to say how wonderful the chair is. It looks magnificent in its 
new home, is wonderful to sit in and has just been transformed, thank you 

so much to all of you who worked on her and gave her back her glory! 

Ann Slator - Wiltshire
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CURTAINS, BLINDS 
& SOFT FURNISHINGS

A window dressing can make a huge difference to the look and feel of any space, 

curtains and blinds are not just functional, they also bring a whole new dimension of 

style and texture to your rooms. There are many ways to dress your windows and 

we can work with you to achieve your desired effect. Our team of in-house skilled 

seamstresses use traditional drapery skills to make your curtains and blinds, to 

exact specification and for a professional fit.

 SKILFULLY MADE BY 
        OUR EXPERT TEAM...
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Soft Furnishings
Choose scatter, squab or box 
cushions our skilled team will make 
them to any shape and size to 
compliment your sofas and chairs.

Blinds

Elegant, stylish and practical our 
made to measure roman or roller 
blinds are perfect for any room and 
work well on all windows, large or 
small. Blinds look fantastic on their 
own or can be made to co-ordinate 

with your curtains.

Curtains

We can create made to measure 
designer curtains to your exact  
requirements, to fit any window 
size or style.  Each of our bespoke 
curtains are beautifully made for 
you by professionals in our team.

MADE TO MEASURE
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HEADBOARDS, FOOTBOARDS
& BED VALANCES

When a guest enters a hotel room for the first time, one of the very first things they 

will notice is the bed. It is therefore vitally important that your headboard is stylish, 

luxurious, and suited to the design of the room. With so many fabrics, colours, and 

design options available, it can be tricky to know what to choose - we can help.- we can help. 

Once you have chosen your design, your bespoke headboards will be manufactured 

and upholstered by our experienced team in our Wiltshire workshop. We will then 

deliver and install them to a professionally high standard. Bed valances can be made 

to compliment your bedroom interior treatment.

We are happy to provide advice, free of charge, on design options and We are happy to provide advice, free of charge, on design options and 

functionality, give us a call to discuss your requirements.functionality, give us a call to discuss your requirements.

BESPOKE DESIGN TO YOUR SPECIFICATION...
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Whatley Manor Hotel, Wiltshire.



HEADBOARDS, FOOTBOARDS
& BED VALANCES

BESPOKE DESIGN TO YOUR SPECIFICATION...
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We have just completed a refurbishment program of 22 bedrooms. I reached out to Richardson 
& Paige without hesitation, I have worked with them on 2 previous hotel projects. Each hotel 
was a 5 Star property with high quality furniture that had become a little shabby with use and 
required sprucing up. Having discovered Richardson & Paige in the first instance (approximately 
12 years ago) there can be no doubt in my mind that they are the right people for the job. They 

are immensely reliable, skilled, conscientious and always deliver on time. 

Sue Williams General Manager - Whatley Manor Hotel & Spa
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FABRIC WALLING

Fabric walling is a luxury wall covering that can transform a space with its beautifully 

tactile finish. It’s soft and springy to the touch and has an incredible intensity of 

colour. It also provides an unparalleled warmth and acoustic quality thanks to the 

thick cotton ‘bump’ that is stretched over the walls beneath the surface fabric.

Another thrilling aspect of fabric walling is that you can use any fabric, from traditional 

damasks to inspiring contemporary designs. There are infinite possibilities, 

and today it is seen by many interior designers as a contemporary and opulent 

alternative to wallpaper. It can create a hushed and intimate space in a room even 

with high ceilings.

If you are considering fabric walling for an upcoming residential or commercial If you are considering fabric walling for an upcoming residential or commercial 

interior design project, we’d love to find out more and provide you with a no interior design project, we’d love to find out more and provide you with a no 

obligation quote.obligation quote.

SOFTENS THE ACOUSTICS OF ANY ROOM.. .
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BESPOKE FURNITURE

Do you want that ‘wow’ factor piece that stands bright in your room? Let us help 

you design the ultimate sofa, chair, footstool, headboard or your own bespoke 

piece. We have been crafting bespoke furniture for many years, by collaborating 

with our clients to create the most perfect solutions. Every piece of furniture is 

made to order to agreed specifications using the absolute best of traditional and 

modern methods and materials. Generally using Beechwood, we craft the frames in 

our workshop in Wiltshire, but if we need to, we have a network of skilled people to 

call on who can help to get that truly bespoke piece.

Do you have an idea in your head, have you seen a piece of furniture in a Do you have an idea in your head, have you seen a piece of furniture in a 

magazine or a photograph on a website? We can start from there and help you magazine or a photograph on a website? We can start from there and help you 

bring it to life to make something unique. Give us a call for free advice.bring it to life to make something unique. Give us a call for free advice.
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BESPOKE FURNITURE

TRADITIONAL SKILLS
CRAFTING BESPOKE FURNITURE...
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You have one incredibly happy customer, the sofa, armchairs, and 
cushions all completed on schedule.  The workmanship is incredibly 
skilled, with a difficult pattern perfectly aligned to the millimetre.     

Not many upholsterers could do this, so professional. 

Tom Putnam - Devizes, Wiltshire

“



The Old Granary, Roundway Hill Business Centre, Devizes, Wiltshire, SN10 2LT
T 01380 578070  E info@richardsonandpaige.co.uk

www.richardsonandpaige.co.uk

“Having inherited a house full of good but badly damaged furniture,       
we tried several upholsterers before discovering Richardson & Paige. 
They have now completed two years of work and we can honestly say that 
they have proved to be the Rolls Royce of upholsterers. Their response 
to problems is practical and non-nonsense; they work quickly; they are 
extremely pleasant and easy to deal with; their prices are reasonable, 
but above all their craftsmanship is superb. We have no hesitation in 

recommending the Richardson & Paige.

The Earl of Oxford and Asquith
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To discuss your project requirements, please give us a call, email or arrange a visit to our showroom and workshop.To discuss your project requirements, please give us a call, email or arrange a visit to our showroom and workshop.

VAT No: 126248619


